Journey to Love
From YOU to YOU!
DAY 5
Attracting “SOULFUL LOVE”
Introduction
Day five of this five-day challenge. How are? Today is all about magnetizing your
soulmate to you. It's about soulful love and believing that IS possible for you so.
Today’s about soulful love and attracting your soulmate and you.
Welcome, welcome! So, Dana is asking a question I feel so amazing I find this
challenge has been so empowering I was at the library looking for books to
deepen my knowledge. Oh, I love that Dana. [I have included a list of books at
the end of te “Journey to Love” Workbook]
Okay, so books about what we've been talking about. One that immediately
comes to mind is the one about Caroling Myss, “Sacred Contracts”; that's a
beautiful book. She has a course and a workshop about that which is the one I
did, but the book is beautiful and it's all about archetypes and it really gives you a
lot of information, actually the book guides you as if you were doing the course
on your own, it gives you know how so you can self-analyze or look at yourself
within the archetypes.
So, starting for today and the rest of your path, the number one thing I want to
say is first of all thank you, thank you for having been here all week in the replay
with your comments live particularly live because it's beautiful to talk to people at
the other end and not be preaching to the air knowing that somebody else will
listen at it afterwards. I really am appreciative of all of your willingness to
participate, to comment, to share your very sacred life experiences I am touched
and feel that I got to know you, in a in a real way; that I got to real know who was
interacting with me during this challenge and I felt very touched that you felt you
could share those personal things here in the sacred space. I'm very honored that
you did and I I'm really deeply grateful that you were part of this challenge.
A few of you were very active Paige, Margaret, Larissa, Helen, Robin, Teri, Kim,
Ezra, Elleny, Christine she wrote to me she was sick and she's now catching up, so,
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I'm very, very, very grateful and I'm sorry if I didn't mention some of you. I know
Alexis was in. Viviana was in. Carole was in. Marianela was in. I mean so many of
you really were commenting or putting cards or telling me in private that you
were following, so thank you from the bottom of my heart.
So now to today's subject first of all I want to tell you that also, Larissa says “thank
you for your gentle energy the love and passion you put into your work I really
resonate with your kind of energy”. Thank you oh thank you Larissa, so thank you
for writing that it really touches me and I love that you feel that the passion and
the toughness at the same time that's one of the things that they tell me is one of
my qualities, so thank you.
Today's subject, that's a great way to put it Larissa I find I want to emulate how
positive women ladies’ goddesses. I have a question for you I do work at my
mindset, mindset is key for me I do two hours of mindset work every day that put
together meditation and journaling and many, many other things. I was
channeling the idea of creating a special mindset gathering and maybe creating
even a mindset group to guide you into it I was wondering if you would be
interested in it you or anybody that's a great way to so if you if you think that this
is something that could be interesting to you let me know in any other comments,
so anyhow soulfulness.

Content
Soulfulness, soulmate attracting your soulmate to your life. This is what we're
here for. For today's subject the number one thing I want to say first off, the first,
first important thing is that ladies, you've got to believe that it is possible for
you. You’ve got to belive that it is possible to have this soulful relationship.
The reason I'm saying this first, is because so many of my clients and women in
my community, not only my clients, so many more, share with me, and when they
talk to me, they're not hopeless. Because that's not where they are, but many of
them are fairly hopeless, “like thrown the towel kind of”, as in “well you know I
have so many great things in my life, if happens great, and if it doesn't it's okay
because I have a great job, I'm I have a wonderful life” and all of that. So, when
you've had difficult experiences before, of any type, either one, that your partner
cheated, your partner left you just as things were getting great, you attracted
men that were unavailable, whatever it was that happened, you had
unresolved issues from childhood that created havoc in your relationship.
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You were hurt so much in the relationships that you had, that you are truly
afraid of being hurt again, and you are not truly convinced that a beautiful
soulful relationship is possible for you.
That's the key. You're not truly convinced that a beautiful soulful relationship is
possible for you and this is what I'm here to tell you, and this is something you've
got to believe, you've got to embody the goddess that we contacted yesterday
and know with full certainty that it is possible. So that's the first, first, first
point. if this is a belief you have to change, then you have to change this belief.
We can work on that too, on changing that belief. Because we can rewire our
beliefs, so if we have a very subtle underlying belief that it's not possible for us for
some reason, we've got to change that. I want to know that rings true to you, that
at the very bottom of your soul, at the very deep corner, there in the corner you,
you probably are not totally convinced that it is possible for you to have this
beautiful relationship that you so desire. It's really the first belief we need to
change. That, and the point is to contact her (Goddess) all the time and use her
in your journey. I love the Goddess work. I do a lot of Goddess work also when I
coach you and I teach you much, much more than that, to go deeper in there. So
believe it is possible for you.
Super important, number one point if you don't believe it's possible for you
nothing else that comes after that matters.
So, all the things we said in the first day of the challenge, the second day of the
challenge, the third day of the challenge when we looked at our limiting beliefs: of
love of relationships of femininity, even if you go heal all those wonderful things
we addressed and we looked into them, if you don't believe that this is possible
for you it won't happen; that's number one.
The second thing is so how do you manifest a soulmate and I'm not talking about
law of attraction woowoo things, I'm really seriously talking about it in a serious
journey when you are ready, when you decide what you want and go and release
those love blocks that you have.
When you're ready, it's not only about healing those things. That's a super
important piece and probably the foundation but then, what comes next, is
creating with a crystal-clear vision of how you want your relationship to be.
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So listen up! You can do this on your own as well through journaling, and the way
you have to do it is after you create some sacred space, and you're in the perfect
mind set. Put some candles, put your Goddess on, put some music, or flowers, or
whatever it is that creates that special energy for you and write with extreme
detail. Don’t write: he has brown eyes or blue or green eyes and brown hair. To
create, you must write how the relationship you want with minutia.
For example:
ü
ü
ü
ü

I want to be able to have time for me but I also want together time.
I want to be able to do things together
I want to be able to do this or that on my own
I want the relationship to do whatever it is that works for you.

You have to find that for yourself. I can tell you that this I did three times in my
life and three times I manifested that partner for that time of my life. It was
bizarre even in this, in the case of my second husband which was the father of my
children, and was not a fun story, I made the fact that he ended up being one of
the biggest masters for me because of how much I suffered.
I really had to seek a new path in my life. It was uncanny after we met, after we
started the loving relationship, to go back to those notes and discover that they
were to that “T”, what I had written.
We have to get clarity. The universe cannot bring to us something if we are wishywashy about it because there's not enough clarity and energy behind it. Crystal
clarity is the energy the Universe wants, a clear direction, and not “oh yes, I wish I
were in a couple” and then… “but I'm afraid to be in a couple because what if I'm
in a relationship and then I lose this freedom”, or that “I really yearn to be in a
couple” yeah “but I'm scared because I want to be alone”. Saying or thinking “but
I really yearn to be in a couple”, but if we do this type of thing which is based on
fear and it's based on all the things we discussed on day one two and three, the
Universe won't be able to deliver. It is overcoming feelings of unworthiness;
overcoming worthiness is a super important piece but it's not the whole puzzle.
This is like a, we are drawing a picture, and worthiness issues, are an important
part of the picture but it's not all of it and that's why I'm mentioning also these
other pieces. So, get crystal clear about what you want, how you want it to the
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detail of how you want it. Read that every day, write it, read it, rewrite it, reread
it, and keep at it. That's one very important piece to hold the vision.
Now the other thing is this and here I'm going to like itemize a few things to bear
in mind.
Dream big when you do this. Dream BIG. Really, don't put yourself limits. When
we brainstorm, when we ask the Universe for our desires, the Universe is
enormous, magnanimous and with infinite possibilities, so go with everything you
want, everything! Don't say … “oh no but a man or a woman like that won't love
me” or “Oh no, that you know I'm not enough for that, not enough what are you
thinking!. Get rid of that! You know? Really dream big. DREAM BIG IS NUMBER
ONE.
Number two is to remember to keep peeling those layers of the masks that we
put on, keep peeling those layers that we put on when we were younger, when
we felt that we needed to be in a certain way so that mom or dad would love us,
or that later on, that certain partner would love us. Peel that back. You have to
remember who you are. You have to remember at the origin who you are:
remember yourself. The more you are true to yourself in every yes and every no
that you say, the more the partner that you will attract will be exactly your right
partner.
I've addressed this before. Now another thing that needs to happen is you must
move on from whatever program you've had in the past, so yes, you've had all
these things happen in your past, you had issues with your mom, and issues with
your dad, your dad abandoned you, your mom didn't let you be who you are, your
partner abandoned you, he hurt you, he cheated on you, whatever… all the things
together; many of them altogether… he died when you were young and you were
in love, whatever is that happened to you, that's the past and the past has no
influence in the future. What has influence in the future, I tell you what it is, do
you know what it is? I'm very curious to know if you know what is it? You know
that the present you're living? You know how this present was created? Your
present is the result of your past thinking so the life you're living today is the
result of your past thinking, of your past thoughts, words, and actions. That's why
today you are where you are today. That is why it's so powerful to be today and
decide to change.
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Decide that today “I will believe that I will heal the issues that need healing and
that I will make different choices”. Choices are made through thoughts, words
and deeds, and therefore the future will be different because you're creating it
today.
You know how empowering is that? I mean this this is so true! And this is also
Buddhism 101, this is not coaching, this is really how life works on all aspects of
life. So, the point is, to really decide that you're going to let go of whatever the
past has been, whatever the past has created in your life today is not what you
will create in the future.
What you will create in the future is what you decide today that you will create
in the future.
You have to choose new, you have to choose the new beliefs, all of them, all of
your new beliefs and not just the new beliefs about the soulmates you will
attract, the new beliefs about yourself.
I am wonderful
I'm magical
I'm powerful
I love and accept myself just the way I am
I am an amazing woman
I attract the most wonderful partner to my life
I deserve a soulful relationship
I was born to give all my love to this one person so both our lives can be
better
I'm incredible
I am powerful
I can create my reality
… you know and on and on this is what you will create with your new beliefs.
Choose to rewrite your story. The fact that you had a certain story up until now
doesn't mean that you need to recreate that story going forth in your life. That's
not it. You can decide here now, today, that that's not going to be the case and I'll
have to say this not because I'm a coach and you can go to anyone, not
necessarily to me, but sometimes, these transitions, these transformationsm are
so big that we cannot really do them on our own. I mean, for me, I know I still
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have a coach. Now that is a new coach and I've used coaches before and I've used
therapy earlier in my life and you know … it took work. Coaching is much faster
than therapy, we can really achieve fast transformations that are amazing in
much shorter times but if you choose that this is where you want to go you will
love to invest in yourself because that coach, whoever that is, will really help you
step up and make the right choices and guide you through the transformations.
You have the answers inside of yourself. We as coaches, don't have the answers
for you, but what we do for you, is that we not only hold the space and we cheer
you along but we can see those patterns were you tend to self-boycott. Because
there's a scar there or there's a cut, and so you don't want to go where it's
bleeding or where the scar hurts; you try to not go there, so that's where we go
nagging lovingly and sometimes not as lovingly. We know how to access, to take
you there, because that's where the transformation happens.
This leads me to the next point. The next point is you need to stretch, no
transformation, no great achievement, no wonderful love, has ever been
achieved by staying comfortable and cocooning by the side of the fire or under
the blanket. We need to stretch out of our comfort zones because that’s
when the transformation happens, stretching out of the comfort zone. This may
mean for you, in terms of soulmate, it may mean that you do more of what you
like that you haven't allowed yourself to be doing lately and, you start engaging in
things or communities that you are passionate about.
Maybe you love to write or to read and so you go to a book club or literature club.
Or you love riding horses and you go, and you now start taking horse back riding
lessons, or you love canoeing and you go canoeing, or your love walking and you
get in a walking group. Here's the thing, you should not engage in a walking group
because “oh maybe I'll meet there my soulmate”, you need to engage in a walking
group because walking is what you love and walking is what you're passionate
about and walking is this thing that lights you on fire. So, since you will be a light
and you will be loving what you're doing, chances are you will meet people that
will love who you are and in those people your soulmate might come along; that's
how that works.
One more thing. Another one that's not as easy to do and it's this, fear welcomed
along the way, more than once, and it can be even the starting point. The way to
not only, I don't want to say get rid, because we don't get rid of fear, we
overcome it and we dissolve it; the way to overcome fear and to dissolve fear is
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exactly the opposite of what we think, is not by resisting it, because what you
resist persists, but by leaning into the fear, leaning into the fear. Do you do you
know how to ski? Does any of you know how to ski? If you know how to ski
downhill, they tell you all the time, lean on to the slope. And when you lean
on to the slope what happens? in to the slope what happens? Then you control
your skis and you can turn and you can ski and you are in control so it the same
way with fear, lean into fear.
[Valuable interaction with someone watching] So let's see what Dana says. “This is
so true thanks to this challenge I accepted an invitation to a party this even for
someone I haven't seen oh my god in 30 years and I'm going with a man I haven't
seen in just as many years.” I answer “I'm so happy to hear this. This is fantastic
and that's exactly what I'm saying, stretch out of your comfort zone and enjoy
tonight and be yourself Dana. Don't try to be somebody you’re not. Don't try to
pretend you're not who you are. Be as uniquely you as you know you are. And
also that needs courage but do it because that's what will pay off for you the
best.” Dana writes: “Normally I would decline because I'm not comfortable with
my weight.” I answer “No you're perfect, oh you're right now, but maybe you
want to lose weight, great you'll wait, eventually when you decide that's your
priority or whatever the conditions are for you to get to wherever you want in
your body's physique, but this is the present moment, there's no other time like
the present moment and here you are right now and you have to love yourself
now not when not when okay so lean into it.”
As I was saying, when you learn how to ski and when you ski downhill we tend to
lean back instead of forward, and that's when we fall on our bums and then we
slide down the hill on our skis. J
When you ski what they tell you all the time is to lean into the slope. When you
lean into the slope, what happens is that you control your skis and you can turn
and you can ski and you are in control so it the same way lean into fear.
How do you lean into fear? You lean into fear having a dialogue with fear: “oh
you're back, so what's going on with you? why are you here today? what is it that
you want to show me today? why are you here? I thought you were gone for
good why did you return?”
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What does it (fear) want me to be aware of? And then listen to what the answer
is that you getting. Listen to why that fear came, fear, panic attacks, anxiety
attacks, but it's the exact same thing; and by all means, if you're having those
(panic attacks) let's talk. Let's talk okay, because panic attacks and fear are the
indications that there's something before that, that's just the results telling you
that something is out of harmony and out of alignment, but that's not the issue.
I have learned in my own life about this think I see in many clients and it's called
the spiritual bypass. Do you know what the spiritual bypass is? This Spiritual
Bypass, I tell you what it is. Let's say you're having fear and you're having
moderate fear, and then it starts becoming a little bit stronger. So, you're having a
little bit of anxiety every morning so you decide that you can work with it and you
do a meditation every morning and then you do some journaling and then you go
walking and by the time you are done with all of these things, since they raise
your vibration they put you in alignment etc. you are feeling much better. Now
the anxiety is at bay and you've kept it at bay and you can go through your day
and unless something happens that really takes you off base again. You might go
through the day okay and then at night you go to sleep, your unconscious comes
up, the true issues come into vibration and, when you get up in the morning…
oops here we go again. That's what the spiritual bypass is; the spiritual bypass is
that you do things that help you be okay and, so you keep going with your life,
but you're not really addressing the issue.
I am going to say this and then I will wait for the tomatoes that you will throw at
me J . it's like the modern medicine versus holistic medicine. The modern
medicine addresses the pain in your leg but it doesn't address why are you getting
the pain in your leg in the first place. Do you have a bad position? A bad posture?
Is there something that's creating the… I don't know… the erosion in the joint, is
the erosion on your bones caused because you are eating badly. Why is your
body eating the bone? You know, it doesn't go there. It goes immediately to “ we
need to cut the bone and create a new joint” or “we need to whatever it is”.
Instead, we need to go to the basis to what is the creation of that. What is at the
basis of that fear? I've gone too long with this subject.
The last point of all of these, so this is what I said, DREAM BIG. BE yourself. Forget
and forgive and let go of the past. When I say forgive remember I mean yourself
and the others, not just the others. Forgive even yourself for you, for whatever
you did. You did the best you could in that time. You did the best you could at all
times otherwise you would have done it differently, so forgive yourself.
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Love and forgive yourself and the others.
Rewrite your story. Remember we spoke about that. You are choosing now the
new and you're creating your future. The past doesn't have to be repeated in the
future, of course, if nothing changes, the past will repeat itself in the future.
Love and accept your Goddess. Do what you love, stretch out of your comfort,
zone lean into the fear and the last point is rejoice, relax and trust life.
Oh boy for how many years I think 50 of my 54, I literally lived life believing that
everything in life was a test and that I was being tested at all times, that the
universe was always putting a new test. So I would never learn, because there
was always new tests ,new tests, new tests. Specifically when we cannot realize
that. It’s not the way the universe works. The Universe has our back, whatever is
happening in our lives is for our good, even when we cannot realize that.
Specifically when we cannot realize that. So this man we loved so
much left us, well you know what? I get to find out through my clients when
they say this that this man wasn't available, didn't really care for them, didn't
treat them like a Queen, treated them like a piece s***, or gave them only the
crumbs and then they let them go. So thank God this man left; that was the best
thing that could happen for you. I mean, this is a very banal example, but this is
with every aspect of the Universe, everything that's happening in
our lives. And again, by Universe I mean God, or spirit angels, whatever works for
you. So believe in that, relax and enjoy the present moment. Come back to the
present moment as much as you can, don't future trip, don't go into the future.
Dana you're going to this party tonight, be present in the party and in the
moment, in the moment, in the moment, in the moment. If you see yourself
future tripping, come back to the moment. Present moment, that is really what
makes an incredible transformation. As a result of all of this, soulful love will come
to your life. It's going to happen, absolutely, and remember that be before all
that we said: believe that it can be true for you.
Woohoo! What I have to say is that I am so thrilled! I've had so much fun! I don't
think I've had this much fun in a challenge before and part of the fun was the
topic that I love, and the other part was having you interacting with me both
live and in the replays. I am deeply grateful for you to have joined my community
I hope you will stay being active in my community.
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For me, my why, is to really connect with the gift of love and love at an all
encompassing level. I know for me, love in a soulful relationship, is the number
one thing in my life that I've transformed completely: from the time I was in my
mother's womb and she saw (while she was pregnant with me) my dad kissing
another woman in the streets (as she was walking on the streets), so I even got
the cellular memory of that painful moment, to my whole love and life story. You
can read in the about me in my web site so I won't bore you with it.
Read my love healing story here: http://valeriebottazzi.com/about/
My love story is there and in my blog there's more about my life story, but this is
the part of my life that I've completely healed.
It's been nine years now, I have a partner I adore and who adores me and treats
me like a Queen. He is truly my King and it just keeps getting better and better
and I keep learning more and more. That’s why I've used this as the one thing I'm
focusing on to help women to have this in their lives. I do remember times after I
divorced the father of my children where I would wake up in the morning or I
would go to bed at night and I would yearn. It was painful in my body the
yearning for the soulmate that I knew was out there but I had no clue where or
how I could meet him. I've been through the journey, ALL the journey. My first
husband is a loving man that I still adore, but I helped him understand that he's
gay. My second husband gave me the gift of my two children but he was abusive.
He still is, he's a mean man. He was one of my biggest masters. And now I have
this third partner who is my soulmate and I have really, really gone through the
journey. So I feel I'm really qualified to help you. Not because I've lived the
journey but because beyond that I'm a healer, I'm a channeler, I'm a coach, I am a
businesswoman, I'm a mom. I really have been on so many levels both
professionally and in life, having walked the path with you. You know, women,
ladies, thank you from the bottom of my heart. I bless you. Contact your Goddess,
keep me posted of what's happening and let's stay connected. So much love and
light.
Shine your light bright. Bye

My story (a short version of it!) J
“My path into soulful love hasn’t been easy, but it has been deep, painful,
surprising, colorful, magical and LOVING. I have journeyed from pain and trauma,
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which included the death of my father and two unsuccessful marriages (my first
husband realised he was gay and my second husband cheated), into love and
healing with two beautiful sons and finding my soul mate.
Nine years ago, I found “prince charming” riding a bike! I recognised him as my
soul mate and gave him time to remember himself and me. And then the magic
happened. Over the past decade, we have grown into our best versions of
ourselves, honoring each other in love, and he has become a healthy father figure
for my two boys allowing me the gift of staying in the role of mother.
I am now a Love and Success Coach working with women yearning for love and
connection. I know you are ready to “Call in your man” and this is why today I
want to invite you to book a call with me. Soulful love is possible for you.

During our “Breakthrough to Love” call, together we will explore what is
keeping you from attracting your soulful love and you will come away knowing
the #1 thing you can do to start attracting your soulmate today.
BOOK YOUR “BREAKTHROUGH TO LOVE” SESSION NOW.
Love and light!
Valerie Bottazzi
Love & Success Coach
www.ValerieBottazzi.com
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